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I would like to see whole plant cannabis nothing synthetic people need this and they need it now . There is
 enough evidence out there that it is working but no one wants to admit it . We happily give our children
 pharmacy drugs every day that have horrible side effects . My daughter is on a aed that has never been trialled
 in children till now but the neuro was happy to prescribe that without knowing what it could do to a child yet
 there is all this drama over medicinal cannabis because they need to trial it first for years well they didnt bother
 doing that with the aed my daughter is on . It's obviously a dangerous aed because we cant even pick it up from
 a chemist we have to order and pick up from the hospital. Medicinal cannabis needs to be made legal australia
 wide stop threatening parents or carers with jail or taking there children for trying to save there children these
 parents have enough on there plate to deal with . People in Australia are starting to see the real benefits of
 whole plant and they are making there own minds up and the laws just arent changing with them . Let ppl grow
 a certain amount its not harming anyone to grow a plant let people have a choice over there own lives it's
 starting to become really pathetic all these rules we should be able to control what we do with our own bodies .
 People are going to move forward no matter what the law is so at least give these people that need it amnesty to
 live happy pain free lives . If it was your loved one you would consider anything to help them . There is already
 people in Australia making this medicine and have been doing for years you probably even know who they are
 already so how about working with these people and learning from them rather then importing from another
 country that only the rich can afford . That doesnt seem fair that a rich family can save there child but a
 everyday low income family cant . Shouldn't be a price in saving our children or sick . We need to look after
 Australian's so give these wonderful medicine makers in Australia a job and change the law so this can benefit
 anyone who needs it young old and any illness .
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